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Guía de rocas y minerales
describes how rocks and
minerals are formed, how
to identify them, and
how they are used. Three
categories of rocks are
covered, along with a 
section on minerals and
gemstones. 

Nonfiction Genre
• Reference

Nonfiction Features
• Captions
• Diagrams
• Glossary
• Headings
• Index
• Labels
• Photographs
• Sidebars
• User’s Guide

Text Structure
• Compare and Contrast
• Descriptive
• Enumerative

Vocabulary
• geólogo
• sedimento
• conglomerado
• distorsionados
• piedras preciosas
• iridiscencia
• conductor

Comprehension
• Classify/Categorize

Writing
• Write a reference guide.

Content Area Connections:
Earth Science
• Identify the three main types 

of rocks.
• Describe how Earth makes rocks.

Curriculum Support
You may want to use Guía de rocas
y minerales when teaching the fol-
lowing science topics:
• Formation of rocks
• Formation of fossils

Cross-Text Reading 
• Buscadores de fósiles, an iOpeners

Grade 4 science title



Introduce the Book1
Introduce the Nonfiction Genre: Reference
• Display the book’s cover and read the title and the author’s name.

Explain that the purpose of a reference book is to provide informa-
tion on specific topics that can be easily accessed by the reader.

• Explain that the chapters in a reference book do not have to be
read in order. Point out that reference books are usually arranged
by topic, groups of topics, or alphabetically, and that text features
such as a contents, a glossary, and an index are provided to help
readers locate the information they need. 

• Remind students that the author uses features such as illustrations,
photographs, diagrams, captions, sidebars, and labels to further
explain information.

Preview and Predict
• Direct students’ attention to the contents, and have

them read through it. Invite students to flip through 
the book to preview the photographs and other 
information.

• ¿De qué manera crees que este libro te ayudará aprender
acerca de rocas y minerales? ¿Cuándo crees que usarías
un libro como éste?

Introduce Vocabulary
You may want to introduce the following words and 
concepts before reading:

• geólogo: científico que estudia las capas de roca para
averiguar cuándo se formaron y de qué están hechas

• sedimento: pedazos de roca fragmentada

• conglomerado: roca formada por guijarros y gravilla
cementados por arena

• distorsionados: estirados o torcidos hasta perder la
forma

• piedras preciosas: minerales con un patrón colorido

• iridiscencia: brillo que refleja los colores del arco iris

• conductor: algo que transmite calor, electricidad, luz 
o sonido

Activate or Build Background
• Lead a discussion with students about rocks and minerals.

Ask students if they collect rocks. ¿Cómo las identificas? ¿De
qué maneras describirías una roca para poder identificarla?

• Next, have students make a chart of the general characteris-
tics of rocks so they can easily classify information. Suggest
that they fill out the chart with information they already
know. Then they can add to it as they read.

• After students have filled out their chart, encourage them to
use the book to verify the facts they have written down. 

Rocas Rocas Rocas Minerales
ígneas sedimentarias metamórficas

Características
generales

Ejemplos
específicos



How to Read a
Reference Book
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FOCUS ON NONFICTION FEATURES

FOCUS ATTENTION

LEARN ABOUT BOOK ORGANIZATION

• Remind students that a reference book is not read from cover to cover. Point out that it is most often
used to find information about a specific topic and that they might only read the pages about the
topic that they wish to learn more about.

• Have students think of things they would like to learn about rocks and minerals. Encourage them to
think about how they might locate this information. Remind them that the organization of the book
and features such as the index and the contents will help them.

• As they read, encourage them to think about these questions: ¿Qué información estás aprendiendo
acerca de cada tipo de roca y mineral? ¿Cómo se clasifican estas rocas y minerales? ¿Puedes comparar y
contrastar diferentes rocas y minerales con la información de esta guía?

• Contents: Have students turn to the contents on page 3. Explain that the contents page shows 
readers how a book is organized. They can easily find a particular section of a book by looking 
at the page numbers listed for each section.

• User’s guide: Direct students’ attention to the user’s guide on page 6. Explain that a user’s guide
shows how the information in the book is organized and how to use the features on the page to
locate that information. A user’s guide often uses captions and labels to point out key features, such
as guide words and categories.

• Color coding: Ask students to examine the borders of color found at the bottom of pages 7, 12, and
17. Point out that each section of the book has a different-colored border. Explain that this can help
them to quickly flip through the book and locate the specific section they want to read.

• Glossary: Have students take note of the glossary on page 31. Explain that a glossary contains 
definitions of words in the text that may be unfamiliar to the reader. The words in the glossary are 
in alphabetical order and appear in boldface in the text.

• Index: Point out the index on page 32. Explain that an index lists topics, subtopics, and other useful
information in alphabetical order. Each entry can be located by using its corresponding page refer-
ences. An index helps readers quickly find the information they are looking for.

• Photographs: Ask students to examine the photographs of rocks at the top of pages 10–11. Explain
that photographs show things that the text alone cannot describe. Note that it is especially impor-
tant in this guide to show exactly what the different kinds of rocks and minerals look like. A rock or
mineral can be compared to the photograph to help identify it.

• Diagrams, labels: Point out the labeled diagram on page 7. Explain that diagrams can show how
something works. A cutaway diagram shows the inside or inner workings of something. Point out
how the labels help identify parts of the diagram.



Divide students into pairs,
and assign each pair a
vocabulary word from the
glossary. Ask students to
use research materials (the
Internet, Spanish/English
dictionaries, etc.) to find
the English translation for
their vocabulary word.
Have students write the
word and a brief definition,
in English, on an index
card. Students can also
draw an illustration to go
with their definition. Invite
students to share their defi-
nitions and illustrations
with the class.

ESL/ELL Strategy

Answers to Student Book Questions 
1. Este libro está organizado en tres 

secciones sobre rocas y una sobre 
minerales.

2. Las rocas nos dan pistas importantes
sobre la historia de la Tierra y los 
minerales son útiles y valiosos.

3. Los tres tipos principales de rocas son:
ígneas, sedimentarias y metamórficas.

4. Las rocas cambian en forma constante
por causas como el viento, el agua, las
altas temperaturas y la presión dentro
de la Tierra, los terremotos y los 
volcanes.

5. Las respuestas variarán.

USING THE BOOK

Reread the Book
• After students reread the chapter about minerals, have them use the Venn 

diagram on the back cover to compare two categories of minerals.

• Talk about the text organization of the book. ¿Cómo te ayudan el contenido y el
índice a encontrar información?

• Ask students how they would go about identifying a particular rock or mineral
they found. How would they start? Discuss different ways they have read about
that could help them identify it.

• Sidebars: Have students turn to page 13 to look at an example of a sidebar. Explain that sidebars 
are used to give readers additional information about the main text. Tell students that sidebars are 
usually separated from the main text. 

• Headings, subheadings: Use pages 22 and 23 to point out examples of chapter headings and 
subheadings. Show how the chapter heading is related to the contents on page 3. Explain that 
the subhead relates to the chapter title and introduces the specific focus of a section. 

• Have students look at the four entries shown on pages 10 and 11. Point out that the beginning of
each paragraph states where the rock can be found, followed by a description of its physical appear-
ance, and finally what the rock can be used for. ¿Por qué el granito y la kimberlita están en la misma
categoría? ¿Qué características tienen en común? ¿En qué se diferencian? Classify/Categorize

• Have students turn to the index on page 32. Have them use the index to locate different rocks and
minerals. Then have them add the information to the general characteristics chart they started.
Comprehend/Take Notes

• Have students locate information about sandstone and quartzite. Once they have found it, direct
their attention to the arrows shown on page 17. ¿Cuál fue la causa de que la roca arenisca se con-
virtiera en cuarcita? ¿En qué se transformó la roca arcillosa? Identify Cause and Effect

• Write the names of rocks and minerals from the book on individual pieces of paper. Have each 
student choose a piece of paper and then find that rock or mineral in the book. Have them make 
a list of the steps they followed to locate the information in the guide. Sequence of Events



Learn Through the Text3

WRITING Write a Class Reference Guide

Have students use what they have learned about reference materials to write a
class reference guide about something they can collect, such as leaves.

• Have students collect different kinds of leaves and bring them to school. 
Discuss different ways to classify them based on similar characteristics.

• Once students have classified the leaves, have them write a general paragraph
about each category and a description of each entry in that category.

• Remind students that information should be interesting and accurate, and their
writing should be clear.

• Have students prepare a final draft by revising for spelling, grammar, and 
punctuation. 

• Publish the students’ work as separate chapters for a science reference book.
They may wish to add other categories of things they have collected. Work with
students to create a contents and bind the book so that it can be used as a
classroom resource.

COMPREHENSION:
Classify/Categorize
• Explain to students that they can classify, or group,

information that is similar. Explain that categorizing
data can help them retain the information.

• Make an outline like the one shown below and fill it
in with students.

Nombre de la roca: Basalto

I) Dónde se encuentra

A. fondo del océano

B. superficie de la Tierra

II) Cómo se ve

A. color oscuro

B. manchas más claras en su superficie

III) Cómo se usa

A. construcción de edificios

B. construcción de carreteras

• Next, have students work together in small groups.
Instruct each group to choose a chapter, such as
Rocas ígneas. Have each group member fill in a similar
outline using information about a particular rock.

SCIENCE: Modeling Rock Formation
Use this guide to reinforce your teaching about the 
formations of rocks and fossils.

• Give small groups of students three pieces of clay,
each a different color. Tell students that the clay
represents three different kinds of rock. 

• Have students tear small pieces from each color of
clay to represent the weathering of rock. Tell students
to pile together the smaller pieces. Ask what the pile
represents. (sedimentos) Instruct students to apply
pressure to the pile until the clay pieces stick together.
Ask what process students modeled. (formación de
rocas sedimentarias)

• Have students apply pressure to the “sedimentary
rock” until individual pieces no longer appear. Ask
what type of rock has formed. (metamórfica)

• Ask students how the clay would change if it were
melted and allowed to cool. (Los colores individuales
ya no serían visibles.) Ask what process the melting
and hardening of the clay represents. (formación de
rocas ígneas)
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Escribe información del libro para comparar piedras preciosas y metales.
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